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Chen Feng also knew that he might have said something wrong. He

said, “I didn’t mean that.”

“Okay, don’t talk anymore.”

When Lu Xin wanted to go, he had to shut his mouth obediently, and

then enjoyed Lu Xin’s service.

But Lu Xin said it himself.

“I feel that I have learned almost, and the teacher also said that I have

almost mastered all the skills now. In the days to come, I will just run

these skills in continuous practice, and these may not be possible by

hard training. The way to achieve it may depend on opportunity.”

Chen Feng didn’t quite understand, but he also knew what Lu Xin

meant.

“are you ready?”

“Some hesitation, I don’t know if I’m ready, after all, the entire

entertainment circle is too deep, I’m afraid that after I enter, I will

follow the crowd.”

Chen Feng said: “You can rest assured that as long as I am here, no

one dares to move you. I can give you a piece of pure land and let you

sing quietly.”

“I…” Lin Xin was still struggling.

“But I’m scared.”

“afraid of what?”

“I am afraid of facing people in the whole world, I will be stage fright,

and at the same time I am afraid that I will become the self I don’t

know. After all, everyone knows that the entertainment industry is a

mud pit, and no one can clean it.”

Chen Feng had also heard of this, but he also didn’t think that with his

help, Lu Xin could fall into it.

He said: “As long as you still remember your original intention, this

world wants to pull you into hell. I will stop it before then, but you

bring it back to the ground safely.”

This was a very simple promise, but it was full of security in Lu Xin’s

ears, a feeling she had never experienced before.

“Try it!” Chen Feng said to her again.

And this time, Lu Xin didn’t refuse any more, she nodded and said,

“Let’s start.”

Chen Feng also laughed and said, “I will bring new scenery to the

whole world.”

Chen Feng lay there, because of the comfortable feeling from his brain,

he didn’t need to worry about Lu Xin, so he slept peacefully there.

Lu Xin looked at Chen Feng with his eyes closed, and his quiet

appearance was actually so beautiful.

Thinking about it, Lu Xin stopped her hand movement, and she also

slowly approached Chen Feng’s face.

The red lips lightly pressed against Chen Feng’s lips, but it was only a

touch, and it was like a splash of water.

It’s just that Chen Feng didn’t know all of this, but even if he knew all

of this, he still didn’t open his eyes because he didn’t know what he

should say after opening his eyes.

After the fall, the rain began to fall after Chen Feng left Lu Xin.

Chen Feng walked into the coffee shop. He had been here several

times, and even the waiter knew Chen Feng.

“Mr. Chen, is it still a latte?”

Knowing that Chen Feng came here basically just latte, so he asked

with a smile.

Chen Feng nodded.

After a while, Chen Feng poured all the fine white sugar into the

coffee, stirred with a spoon, Liu Xing shook off the rain and walked in.
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“You are late.” Chen Feng smiled.

“No way, I don’t know it will rain when I get off the company.”

“Why didn’t you take a car?”

After Liu Xing ordered a cup of coffee, he walked to Chen Feng’s side.

“I’m not used to sitting in that kind of closed place, I want to get out

and walk more.”

Chen Feng didn’t say anything, it was just a personal habit.

“How is it?” When Liu Xing sat down, Chen Feng asked again, “You

still haven’t decided when to act, right?”

Liu Xing did not rush to answer this question, but asked, “You killed

that fellow, right?”

Chen Feng made a curious expression and said, “Which fellow?”

“Huang Shengzhi!”

Chen Feng said, “I watched the news. He drank and drove to death.

What does this have to do with me?”

“Really! I might have misunderstood you.”

Chen Feng also breathed a sigh of relief. He thought he had done

something like this and was discovered by others.

“Why do you suspect me?”

Liu Xing picked up the coffee and slowly said, “Because you came to

me today.”

Chen Feng was surprised at Liu Xing’s sensitivity. He actually found

him a little impatient by relying on himself today, and calculated that he

killed Huang Shengzhi.

But fortunately, Chen Feng’s acting skills are not bad, and Liu Xing’s

suspicion has not been aroused for the time being.

“Well, I only learned about his death today. You should tell me what

you think.”

Liu Xing’s habit was much different from Chen Feng’s. He moved

completely with the sugar bag on the side, and he was drinking that

kind of black coffee, which was notoriously bitter, but it seemed that

Liu Xing was sweet and sweet.

Naturally, Chen Feng asked Liu Xing why he likes this kind of taste,

wouldn’t he feel bitter?

Liu Xing told him that at first he felt bitter, but after a long time, he

could hardly feel the excitement in it. Sometimes coffee is just about

the same as ordinary water for him.

Chen Feng couldn’t understand.

“My thoughts are actually very simple. At least this time, Director

Huang’s death has already confirmed things.”

“what?”

“Do you know that when I heard that Director Huang died, the

employees below didn’t feel sad, but rather gloated.”

Chen Feng did not expect this result.

“Gloating for misfortune? But this is the leader they have always been

together, and they haven’t heard of any bullying by this guy.

Liu Xing shook his head and said, “It’s not that you won’t be disliked if

you don’t bully. Sometimes not doing things is also a hindrance.”

Chen Feng also understood, and this Huang Shengzhi still sat in such

an important position.

“Then how does this help you.”

“That is to let me know that within the group, they have not yet

achieved a single heart, that is, if they are driven out, it will only be

temporary discomfort to the company, and they will recover soon.”

“Do you want me to fire them directly?” Chen Feng asked slightly

surprised.

“It’s almost like this. I have prepared the manpower. I have also

prepared it for you after collecting so long. Even for those tax

loopholes, I have found a relationship. There is only one request. This

time, there will be no space before the settlement. Come out and make

up the tax.”

It seems that Chen Feng has to do this now.

“But I can do the rest, but you also told me about the tax. It’s a lot of

money. It’s just a matter of relying on me to pay for it. The price is a bit

high.”

“A total of 470 million. If you rely on Mr. Chen, you are naturally

impossible.”
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